LEARNING & LITERACY
Paws Explore: Numbers

Paws Explore: Multiplication

Paws Explore-Numbers is a title
specially designed to help children
practice and develop their number
skills, through a range of fun
activities. With 3 levels of difficulty
and two friendly cat and dog
characters, children can practice
counting, counting on and counting
back.

Children can practice and develop
their multiplication skills with the
help of Kelly and Robbie (the Paws
Explore cat and dog characters)
and a selection of fun activities.

Paws Explore: Fractions

Paws Explore: Symmetry

Join the Paws Explore duo
(a friendly cat and dog) in a
selection of fun activities that help
children to develop and practice
the topic of fractions. The narrated
activities with 3 levels of difficulty
create a fun environment for the
player to practice recognising and
identifying fractions of objects &
numbers and matching fractions
with pictures. They can also practice
matching equivalent fractions and
creating fractions by dividing
objects.

This title allows children to explore
the topic of symmetry through a
selection of fun activities. With the
Paws Explore duo (a friendly cat
and dog), the player can choose
from three levels of difficulty in each
activity that covers recognising and
creating one/two lines of symmetry,
sorting images according to lines of
symmetry and making / completing
symmetrical patterns and pictures.

Paws Explore: Money

Paws Explore: Electricity and Light

Join the Paws Explore duo
(a friendly cat and dog) in a
selection of fun activities that help
children to develop and practice
the topic of fractions. The narrated
activities with 3 levels of difficulty
create a fun environment for the
player to practice recognising and
identifying fractions of objects &
numbers and matching
fractions with pictures. They can
also practice matching
equivalent fractions and
creating fractions by dividing
objects.

This exciting title in the Paws
Explore series covers the themes
of ‘Using electricity’, ‘Circuits
and conductors’ and ‘Light and
shadows’ with a selection of fun
activities. With the help of Kelly
and Robbie (the two Paws Explore
characters), children can enjoy
creating simple electric circuits,
exploring the conductivity of
different materials, understanding
different ways of changing a bulb’s
brightness and using switches.
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MATHEMATICS & NUMERACY SOFTWARE
Dynamo Maths
Dynamo Maths is a step-by-step learning program that supports the
needs of children struggling with maths. The solution is packaged in a
three-stage on-line intervention and remediation program for
dyscalculia and low maths achievers.
The software has been specifically designed for learners with learning
difficulties such as dyscalculia, dyslexia and Autistic Spectrum Disorder.
The software is based on the NumberSenseMMR framework.
Ideally, Dynamo Maths would be combined with a Dynamo Profiler
Assessment, identifying areas of weakness and dyscalculia symptoms for
development. Dynamo Profiler can be used as a pre-assessment for
remedial educators to establish whether the leaner requires further
professional supportive learning. Dynamo Maths can then be
incorporated into a learner’s Individual Support Plan (ISP).

Features
•
•
•
•
•

Ideal for students with learning difficulties such as dyscalculia.
Dynamo Maths is a combination of assessments and fun activities
promoting maths among learners.
Includes a curriculum and dyscalculia reference that can be
integrated with lessons.
It’s an age-appropriate assessment that can be adapted to suit
the learner’s developmental profile for maths and numbers to be
captured.
The report systems enable remedial educators to understand the
possible reasons for difficulties in their learning and structure
interventions to take place and support the learner’s development.

Stages
Stage 1:
1 Lesson Plans
Over 230 multisensory pre-prepared Lesson Plans with printable resources written by dyscalculia experts. Each lesson plan is designed to
engage the child with specific areas of dyscalculia or maths difficulties and develop conceptual understanding,
thinking strategies and confidence with numbers.
Stage 2:
2 On-line Interactive Modules:
Over 230 online interactive remediation modules designed to remediate dyscalculia difficulties and develop automaticity and
intuitiveness with numbers through practice and reinforcement. The On-line Interactive modules have a simple and powerful reporting that
informs you instantly of the gaps in learning.
Stage 3:
3 Dynamic Worksheets, Reinforcement and Reflection phase.
Over 230 dynamic printable Worksheets emulate the On-line Activities.
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DYSLEXIA & LITERACY SUPPORT

ReaderPen
Text to speech
ReaderPen promotes independent reading. This reading pen reads text out aloud
with a human-like digital voice.

Definitions
ReaderPen contains premium monolingual dictionaries providing definitions of
words. Definitions are possible to have read out loud.

Interfaces
Examreader features a micro USB connector for charging and a 3.5 mm earphone
plug.

Compact
ReaderPen is robust and compact and fit for use by both kids and
adults.

Exam Reader
Text to speech
ExamReader, your reading pen for exams, reads text out aloud with a human-like
digital voice.

Talking menu
By enabling Talking menu function, it is possible to navigate the user interface
without actually having to see or read on your own. Suitable for visually impaired
and severe dyslexics.

Interfaces
Examreader features a micro USB connector for charging and a 3.5 mm earphone
plug.

Compact
ExamReader is robust and compact and fit for use by both kids and
adults.

LingoPen

Connect

•

The Connect Pen scans to Windows, MAC, iOS
and Android via bluetooth.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Scans printed text and reads aloud or via
headphones.
Highlights and stores text that’s scanned.
Multiple English accents included: Irish,
Scottish, Indian, Australian, Latin American
Spanish.
Voice Recorder features.
No need for Wifi or Internet connection.
Translate full sentences from English - and
back - to 7 languages: Chinese, French,
German, Italian, Russian, Spanish, & Arabic
(Arabic is a one-way translation: English to
Arabic).
More than 20 built-in dictionaries.
Free upgrades - No additional software
required.

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scan text in a printed form and digitalise it.
Store scanned text on your device
Send stored text directly to the Cloud or
share with friends
No need to connect to the internet when
translating
Translates over 40 languages
Compatible with iOS and Android.

The Connect Pen has no built-in screen, using
an additional app to translate and send.
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DYSLEXIA & LITERACY SUPPORT
Clicker 7
Clicker 7, the latest version of the award-winning Clicker literacy software program,
supports development in most learning areas, including reading and writing skills,
and can be used as a tool to teach in any subject area. Clicker can be integrated with
all curricula and syllabi in schools with learners of all abilities, including LSEN Schools
(Learners from Special Education Needs Schools). Clicker can cater to a variety of
learning difficulties and disabilities such as autism, dyslexia, speech and language
difficulties, hearing impairments, low vision, Downs Syndrome, Cerebral Palsy and
physical disabilities. Clicker works well with a variety of devices such as PCs, SMART
Boards, interactive whiteboards, the eBeam and many more.
Clicker supports a range of curriculum and accessibility needs, supporting individual
needs using the principles of Universal Design for Learning (UDL) within the
Individualised Education Program (IEP)

The definitive primary
writing tool

Clicker Grids

Realistic speech feedback

Clicker Grids give
learners pointand-click access
to whole words,
phrases and
pictures.
Sentence Sets, Connect Sets and Word
Banks support writing at all levels, and
creating and editing sets is easier than
ever before!

Clicker’s brand
new children’s
voices give pupils
the opportunity
to hear their work
read back to
them in a friendly,
age-appropriate voice that they can
identify with. This realistic speech feedback
encourages them to actively review and
self-correct their work.

Intelligent word prediction

Voice Notes

Child-friendly planning space

Clicker’s built-in
predictor,
upgraded for
version 7, improves
the productivity of
struggling spellers
and encourages
all pupils to use more adventurous
vocabulary.

Voice Notes
enables pupils
to record their
own audio notes
before they write.
This gives them
an opportunity
to rehearse their sentences, and offers a
powerful way for children to capture their
initial thoughts and ideas.

Clicker Board
provides Clicker
users with a built-in
planning tool to
help them prepare
for writing. Pupils
can manipulate and link words, pictures
and sounds, and benefit from key Clicker
support features as they put their board
together.

Clicker Books

More literacy activities

Clicker 7 has an accessible book making
tool that enables children of all ages
to create on-screen books to be proud
of. Word prediction, speech and Word
Banks provide writing support, and
accessible tools enable the addition and
manipulation of pictures and sounds.

As well as writing and reading activities
using Clicker grid sets and Clicker
Books, you can also create matching and
speaking and listening activities using
Clicker 7. If you want to do something out
of the ordinary too, build a Custom Set
and mix grids and pages.

What sets
Clicker apart
from other word
processors is
the extensive
support it offers
to emergent,
developing and struggling readers and
writers.
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Accessible for all
We are committed to providing
software that enables every pupil
to access the curriculum and
achieve success.
Clicker 7’s enhanced accessibility
features include switch access,
touch screen and eye gaze
compatibility, and our innovative
SuperKeys solution.
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DYSLEXIA & LITERACY SUPPORT
New for 2020, version 8 combines exciting
new feature ideas from our Clicker fans with
the inclusive literacy support tools you
already know and love.
Help every child achieve writing success

Clicker Grids

At the heart of Clicker
sits a child-friendly word
processor. Watch your
pupils confidently tackle
writing tasks with help
from Clicker’s realistic
speech feedback.
Software also comes with
two additional childrens
voices

Clicker Grids enable
pupils to write with
whole words and
phrases. Emerging
writers build sentences
word-by-word, while
Word Banks provide
scaffolding to support
developing writers.

Picturize

Boost speaking, listening and reading skills

Clicker 8’s new ‘Picturize’
button instantly adds
pictures to any Clicker
Grid, helping children to
find the word they want.
Choose from over 4500
Clicker curriculum
pictures or use your own.

Make curriculum content
accessible for all with
talking Clicker Books,
support emergent
readers and EAL pupils
with Matching Sets, and
use Talk Sets to develop
speaking and listening
skills.

Organise ideas

Curriculum Resources

Organising ideas is a vital
first step in the writing
process, and one that
many learners struggle
with. Clicker includes a
child-friendly mind
mapping area to help
learners prepare for
writing.

Clicker includes free
access to LearningGrids,
an ever-growing bank of
ready-made classroom
resources. Our activities
are created by
experienced teachers
and cover a range of
primary topics.

Clicker Cloze

Clicker 8 Analytics

Cloze activities are a
great way to assess
pupils’ topic knowledge,
as well as their ability to
use semantic and
contextual clues. Create
your own Cloze activities
in a matter of seconds!

Clicker 8’s Analytics
tool gives you a unique
insight into each learner’s
writing process, helping
you make informed
decisions about their
current support
levels and the most
effective next steps.

Clicker Writer
Each kind of Clicker Set
provides a specific writing
support or targets a
particular skill.
Clicker makes creating and
editing Clicker Sets easier
than ever, so that you can
quickly provide content for
any topic.
Sentence Sets

Connect Sets

Word Banks

Create your own
activities...
...or let us do all the work
for you!

Using Eyegaze with Clicker 8
Provide access for all
In addition to extensive
support for learners with
reading and writing
difficulties, Clicker 8
opens the door for pupils
with a wide range of
additional needs,
including switch and eye
gaze users.

A child-friendly writing tool that enables students of all abilities to significantly develop their
literacy skills. You can now choose eye gaze as your students input method within Clicker 8
and give users access to personalised literacy support across the curriculum. It is optimised to
work with eye trackers, simply select eye gaze as the input method within Clicker 8 and start
using your eye tracker. Dwell time can be adjusted within the eye gaze settings. Clicker 8 is
truly ‘eye gaze enabled’ so, as long as your students gaze remains within the edges of a cell
or key in a grid, the dwell selection will continue. The SuperKeys function provides a unique
‘zoom’ solution for eye gaze users who need a bigger target area. SuperKeys enlarges keys or
cells within a group or cluster. 3 Year Subscription.

Visit our website and learn more...or simply contact us
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DYSLEXIA & LITERACY SUPPORT
DocsPlus
In secondary school, the volume of reading and writing expected each day
increases steadily as students progress towards exams. This can be a real
challenge for students with dyslexia, and lead to them feeling stressed and
anxious when faced with literacy-related tasks.
DocsPlus will help your students to overcome writing frustration, access
curriculum content, and become more confident and successful learners.

Organising ideas and planning
writing tasks

Creating structured, subjectspecific pieces of writing

Organising ideas is a
vital first step in the
writing process, and it’s
something that many
students find difficult.
DocsPlus includes some fantastic tools
to help students capture their ideas and
refer back to them as they write, including
a built-in mind mapping tool and an
audio note creator

There are so many
new writing challenges
to master as students
move through
secondary school,
from writing in different genres to
incorporating subject-specific vocabulary.

Accessing curriculum content

Using DocsPlus in exams

Many students
struggle to read
worksheets, which
impacts on their
ability to access the
curriculum, develop
their understanding of a topic and
complete related lesson tasks.

If a student qualifies
for additional access
arrangements in exams, they
can use DocsPlus (as long as
it’s their usual way of working).
In addition to the DocReader, DocsPlus
also includes customisable ‘Exam Mode’
settings and an innovative screen tiling
feature that enables students to view the
exam question as they write their answer.

Support for students with
dyslexia

Support college students

DocsPlus will help your students to
overcome writing frustration, access
curriculum content, and become more
confident and successful learners.

DocsPlus gives
every learner
the support
they need to
independently
tackle curriculum
writing tasks, and
can also be used by those who require
additional access arrangements for exams.
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Proofing and reviewing work
Actively reviewing your
own work is such an
important part of writing,
but getting students into
the habit of doing this
can be a real challenge!
DocsPlus’ speech feedback tool enables
learners to listen back to their work and
encourages them to find and correct errors
for themselves.

Variety of learning needs with
just one tool!
Clicker Board provides
Clicker users with a
built-in planning tool
to help them prepare
for writing. Pupils can
manipulate and link words, pictures and
sounds, and benefit from key Clicker
support features as they put their board
together.

Accessible for all
We are committed to providing
software that enables every pupil
to access the curriculum and
achieve success.
Help struggling writers
overcome barriers to progress
with DocsPlus –
our exciting new writing tool for
secondary schools
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DYSLEXIA & LITERACY SUPPORT
Texthelp
Read&Write lets everyone read, write and express themselves more
confidently and independently.
Our easy-to-use toolbar makes documents, files and web pages more
accessible. Read&Write is a big confidence booster for anyone who needs
a little support with their reading and writing, at school or in the workplace.
And its friendly literacy features help English Language Learners, as well as
people with learning difficulties or requiring dyslexia tools.
From hearing emails or documents read out loud to text prediction, picture
dictionaries, summary highlighters and a grammar, spelling and confusable
words checker, Read&Write makes lots of everyday literacy tasks simpler,
quicker and more accurate.

One subscription. One sign in. Any device.
Enjoy the benefits of Read&Write on Windows PCs, Macs, Google, iPad and
Android tablets. One simple annual subscription lets users sign in on any
device. So it’s great for students and employees working at home, at school
or on
the move.
TextHelp
Everyone in your school, college or organisation can try all the great
features of Read&Write absolutely free for 30 days. After this trial period,
continue using basic features like text-to-speech at no cost - or subscribe for
unrestricted access to all our exciting premium features.

Features

Benefits

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Hear web pages and documents read aloud to
improve reading comprehension, with choice of
natural voices
Understand unfamiliar words with text and picture
dictionaries
Develop writing skills with word prediction and a
grammar, spelling and confusable words checker
Support independent student research with valuable
study skills tools
Offers bilingual support for a growing number of
languages
Laptop not included

•
•
•
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Improves confidence and understanding levels for
struggling readers
Help students and employees with dyslexia and
other literacy challenges
Assist English Language Learners and individuals
with English as a Second Language
Supports independent learning and understanding
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DYSLEXIA & LITERACY SUPPORT

Dragon is the world’s
best-selling speech
recognition software.
You can use Dragon to
convert your speech into
digital, editable text making your computing
tasks simpler and faster.
From capturing your
thoughts and creating
documents or reports, to email and searching the web,
to using simple voice commands to control many of the
popular programs you use every day - Dragon Naturally
Speaking is the speech recognition software of choice.

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dictate documents, spreadsheets and presentations.
Compose and send email.
Search the Web or your desktop.
Post to Facebook and Twitter.
Navigate and control your PC and applications.
Record notes using a digital voice recorder or a
compatible iOS device for later transcription at your
PC.

Dragon has been used successfully in many schools for
alternative assessment of learners with special education
needs, where the (English-speaking) learner cannot write for
themselves. This replaces the need for a scribe.
There are several different licensing options of dragon,
depending on your user profile and functional requirements.

Kurzweil 1000

Kurzweil 3000

Kurzweil 1000 is easy to use for beginners, yet powerful
and flexible for advanced users. With its wide array of
useful features, users save time and gain independence whether at home, at school, or at work.

Kurzweil 3000 is educational technology that brings all
pieces of the literacy puzzle together with one easy, proven
solution to ensure instruction and learning become personal
- and meaningful progress becomes possible.

Features:

Features:

•

•

•

•

•

Kurzweil 1000 makes printed or electronic text
accessible to people with blindness and visual
impairments.
Kurzweil 1000 combines traditional reading machine
technologies such as scanning, image processing,
and text-to-speech with communication and
productivity tools.
It delivers quick access to a wealth of information
including online books, magazines and
encyclopedias.
Gives the ability to write and edit documents.

•
•
•
•
•
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Access content on the web, your computer, or in
print.
Differentiate instruction with digital tools.
Save content to class or student folders (no file
storage limit).
Guide learners throughout the full learning process.
Inform instructional decisions with centralized
reporting.
Laptop not included.
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KAZ Junior Edition
KAZ’s Junior touch typing program was developed to instil confidence and teach little fingers how to type in a structured but fun way. It
uses only ‘real words’, age related vocabulary and amusing imagery and animation.

Why teach your child to type?
Give them a head
start...

Free their conscious
minds...

Prepare them for
the future...

As parents, we are always
striving to give our children
a head start. Teaching
them to type correctly will
familiarise them with the
keyboard and prepare
them for today’s IT world.

The ‘subconscious’ skill of
touch typing will free your
child’s ‘conscious’ mind,
allowing them to focus
on creative writing or the
task at hand. An invaluable
asset.

As not all schools teach
typing, equipping your
child with efficient typing
skills will make life much
easier at school and in
further education, where
assignments often need
to be submitted in typed
format.

Award winning
typing tutor

Easy, fun &
engaging

Suitable for
ages 6-11

Unique & proven
teaching method

Keep them safe...
In KAZ’s module on
posture, KAZ bird will
demonstrate, in a lighthearted fashion, the correct
way to sit at the computer
and avoid RSI
All our online courses are
secure.

No boring
repetitive
exercises

KAZ Adult Edition
KAZ’s touch typing program was designed to enhance your life, both at home and at work.

Here is how it can help:
Employability &
Earnings
Fast and accurate typing
skills increases productivity.
Subconscious touch typing
allows multi-tasking.
Mastering the skill can
open doors to new careers.

Award winning
typing tutor

Self - Employed

Social

Health & Well-being

Fast and accurate typing
skills saves time and
increases productivity.
This in turn increases
profitability and frees
up time for an increased
workload!

Efficient typing means
less time spent on work
projects, freeing up time
for family, hobbies and
communicating on social
media.

Bad posture and typing
technique can lead to
inflammation and painful
RSI (Repetitive Strain Injury)
of fingers, hands, wrists,
forearms, shoulders, neck
and back. Correct typing
technique can help prevent
this.

Scientiﬁcally
developed by
experts

Proven teaching
method using
‘brain balance’
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Retrains your
ﬁngers to get rid
of bad habits

Tried, tested and
approved by the
Open University
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Qfrency South African Voices
Our text-to-speech (TTS) system creates human-like voices from written text for the South African market. These synthetic
voices can say and read anything in South African languages, on a wide range of devices and platforms, for industry,
developers and individuals.
South Africa is a multilingual country, with eleven official languages. This uniqueness has led to years of research and more
recently the development of TTS voices for the eleven official South African languages. The TTS voices can be used for impact
in real-world applications, such as disseminating information, providing dynamic content, enhancing digital literacy and
enabling communication, to name but a few.

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hear web pages and documents read aloud to improve reading comprehension, with choice of natural voices
Understand unfamiliar words with text and picture dictionaries
Develop writing skills with word prediction and a grammar, spelling and confusable words checker
Support independent student research with valuable study skills tools
Offers bilingual support for a growing number of languages
Laptop not included

Maryna

Kobus

Candice

Afrikaans
Female
Voice

Afrikaans
Male
Voice

English
Female
Voice

Tim

Zoleka

Vuyo

English
Male
Voice

isiXhosa
Female
Voice

isiXhosa
Male
Voice

Lindiwe

Sifiso

Mmapitsi

isiZulu
Female
Voice

isiZulu
Male
Voice

Sepedi
Female
Voice
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RESOURCE BOOKS & CD’s
Literacy

Maths

The Early Literacy Skills Builder Starter Kit introduces students
to all five of the National Reading Panel components, including
phonemic awareness, with a friendly puppet named Moe.
Materials are included for two starting levels with a detailed
Teacher’s Guide, Student Response Book, a storybook, and
Assessment Manual for both levels. For students who do not
respond well to pictures, begin at Level A, which relies heavily on
object use paired with picture representation of the objects.

Number sense is foundational to mathematics. Stages math is
a number sense app curriculum for assessment and instruction.
Activities improve students’ number sense and correlate with math
standards for typically developing students in pre-K to 3rd grade.

Product Features
•

Product Features
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Offers two levels, each with five lessons to use the appropriate
child-specific, least intrusive prompt strategy.
Ideal for students in early education or students with significant
developmental disabilities.
Incorporates a friendly puppet named Moe.
Adaptable for individual or small group settings.
For AAC support, consider the Early Literacy Communication
Package.

Covers nine skill areas: words for numbers, counting, making
comparisons, sequencing, the four core math operations,
(Money, number line, fractions, and time).
Provides a variety of materials for differentiating instruction.
Includes: Stages Math Software, Stages Math iPad App, Look
At Math, Place Value Packaging, a Talking Calculator, six Day
Planners, Hands-On Money, and three TimeWheels™.

Science

Life Skills

Instructional supports ideal for students with intellectual disability
or autism. Enhancements quickly and inexpensively upgrade
classroom instruction, regardless of the curricula in place.
Enhancements are flexible, and ready to use right out of the box.
They blend hands-on and print materials with multimedia software,
creating an engaging learning environment that makes teaching
fun.

Includes activities on use of computers, data entry, employability
skills, functional vocabulary, soft skills, and conversational skills.

Product Features
•

Product Features

•

•

•

•
•

Provides a blended approach to social cue learning with print
materials and multimedia software.
Includes: Explore Social Skills Student Book with QR codes for
corresponding videos, Social Success Software, Acting Out
Social Skills Student Book, and Focus on Feelings Book.
Each student book is accompanied with PDF CD for printouts.

•
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Emphasizes the importance of both hard and soft skills for
employment.
Focuses on skills that prepare people for jobs in different work
settings.
Includes activities for how to initiate and maintain
conversations on the job, at home, and with friends.
Reflects on providers’ ability to offer pre-vocational
opportunities to their client base.
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Social Skills

Work Skills

Instructional supports ideal for students with intellectual disability
or autism. Enhancements quickly and inexpensively upgrade
classroom instruction, regardless of the curricula in place.
Enhancements are flexible, and ready to use right out of the
box. They blend hands-on and print materials with multimedia
software, creating an engaging learning environment that makes
teaching fun.

Learning to Work provides engaging and age-appropriate reading
material for adolescents and young adults who do not read
conventionally. The 18 photo-illustrated stories are intended to
be read with a partner - a same-age peer who is reading at grade
level - a teacher or a parent.

Product Features
•
•
•

Product Features
•
•
•

Provides a blended approach to social cue learning with print
materials and multimedia software.
Includes: Explore Social Skills Student Book with QR codes for
corresponding videos, Social Success Software, Acting Out
Social Skills Student Book, and Focus on Feelings Book.
Each student book is accompanied with PDF CD for printouts.

•
•

Offers photo-illustrations that correspond closely with text.
Ideal for partner reading with a peer, parent, or teacher.
Provides a simple and consistent structure with repetitive
phrases.
Includes characters with disabilities in actual work settings.
Instructor’s Guide provides a research-based framework and
additional activity pages.

Health

Art

The text is adapted with Boardmaker® symbols and simplified
language so struggling readers can understand the content. It
incorporates full-color illustrations, on laminated, reusable pages.
You can also print out additional copies from the PDF. Great for
one-on-one, small group or full class instruction.

The What’s Cool About Music Book presents the photo-illustrated
stories, organized into six sequential chapters, with comprehension
exercises and vocabulary guides. The Software and App bring
the book to life with musical effects, professional story narration
linked to text highlighting, and fun-to-take comprehension
activities. Hundreds of sound clips illustrate musical concepts like
rhythm and melody, sounds of instruments, and styles like country
and jazz. Both the Software and the App store student reports,
accommodate switch users, and allow unlimited student logins with
personalized options.

Product Features
•
•
•
•
•

Includes aspects of personal health concerning grades 5-12.
Ideal for individual or classroom instruction.
Uses Boardmaker® symbols and simplified language to help
nonreaders understand content.
Features quizzes in multiple formats at the end of each
chapter.
Lessons cover personal hygiene, body changes during
puberty, wellness, physiology, and sexuality with good touch /
bad touch.

Product Features
•
•

•
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Provides 36 stories in six units: Big Picture, Music Over Time,
Music Styles, Musical Instruments, Rock Concert, World
Music.
Includes book with PDF
CD and classroom license
for printing worksheets,
What’s Cool About Music
Software, and What’s Cool
About Music iPad App.
Integrates traditional
textbook with software and
iPad app.
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